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SUMMARY

• ESA, CASPAR and Long Term Data Preservation
• ESA CASPAR testbed
• CASPAR & GENESI-DR combined approach
ESA and EO introduction

- ESA users worldwide have access to ~4 PB of EO data
  - EO data provide global coverage of the Earth
  - Data volumes are increasing dramatically
  - Large requirements for accessing historical archives
- This unique dataset has to be preserved!
  - ESA is promoting a European EO LTDP Strategy
  - ESA is involved in several international preservation activities
CASPAR

- Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for Preservation, Access and Retrieval
- CASPAR is an Integrated Project co-financed by EU within the Sixth Framework Programme (Priority IST-2005-2.5.10, "Access to and preservation of cultural and scientific resources").
- CASPAR has built a framework to support the end-to-end preservation lifecycle for digital information, based on the OAIS reference model, with a strong focus on the preservation of the knowledge associated with the data.

Duration: April 2006 – November 2009
ESA role in CASPAR

- ESA participation to CASPAR was mainly driven by the interest in:
  - consolidating and extending the validity of the OAIS reference model, already adopted in several internal initiatives (e.g. SAFE);
  - developing preservation techniques/tools covering not only the data but also the knowledge associated with them in order to maintain the scientific capabilities of ES data users.

- CASPAR Scientific Testbed
  - ESA user and data/infrastructure provider
  - ACS technical side of the testbed implementation
Testbed focus

- Testbed scenarios have been implemented taking into account the current ESA archives and the European EO LTDP Common Guidelines.

- Strong focus on:
  - knowledge management and preservation
  - data accessibility/usability
  - preservation of higher level data, processing capabilities and science applications

- Archived data (in the form of AIPs) shall contain all the elements necessary to be accessed, used, **understood and processed** to obtain mission products to be delivered to users (in the form of DIPs).

- **Provide and maintain mission products generation capability** (systematic or through ordering) from AIPs to DIPs including the **processing chains**

- Allow **information extraction** from low-level EO products and information preservation through supporting chainable information based services.

- Adopt a common standard reference model for the archives (ISO 14721 - **OAIS standard**).
Testbed goals

Development of a complete 100% CASPAR components based preservation system (ESA CASPAR System)

- supporting data providers in the preservation of the users capabilities to process data using appropriate knowledge
- providing basic archiving features as Ingest, Access, Retrieve AND:
  - Knowledge preservation
  - RepInfo creation and appropriate browsing
  - User Communities profiling
  - OAIS compliance
  - On demand generation of data
Testbed activities

The ESA testbed has covered:

- the setup of the framework in ESA-ESRIN;
- the definition and collection of a significant sample of a whole processing chain dataset;
- the conversion of data from the native format to a OAIS compliant format;
- the analysis of ontologies to describe and preserve scientific workflows (e.g. the applicability of CIDOC CRM on scientific data);
- the generation of appropriate Representation Information, Descriptive Information, Knowledge Modules and Scientific Community profiles;
- the implementation of a 100% CASPAR-based archiving system;
- the ingestion and the retrieval (through a profile-based access) of data and related RepInfo;
- the coping with some long term data preservation problems by using only CASPAR components, methodology and tools.
The ESA selected dataset for the CASPAR scientific testbed consists of data from GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment), a sensor on board the ESA ERS-2 (European Remote Sensing) satellite.

Preservation of the ability to process GOME data from L1B to L1C.

The steps of GOME data processing:

- **Level 0**: Raw Data
- **Level 1**: Calibrated Radiance
- **Level 2**: Atmospheric Trace Gas
- **Level 3**: Global Maps
Ingested AIP (OAIS compliant)

Content Information
- Data Object
- Representation Information
- Descriptive Information

Preservation Description Information
- Reference
- Provenance
- Context
- Fixity

Packaging Information
- Metadata is extracted by the product and contained in the manifest file
- The RepInfo provided are contained in the manifest file and in the schemas
- No packaging restrictions

The principal investigator who recorded the data and the information concerning its storage, handling and migration

The filename itself

Empty

A Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) code for a file
Ingest phase

Data Producer
- GOME L1B data
- L1 Processor

PACK
- Level 1B AIP
- Level 1C Proxy AIP
- Level 1 Docs AIP
- Processor Executable AIP
- Processor Source Code AIP
- Processor Docs AIP

FIND

REG

KM
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PDS
Search and Retrieve phase

- Level 1B AIP
- Level 1C Proxy AIP
- Level 1 Docs AIP
- Processor Executable AIP
- Processor Source Code AIP
- Processor Help Docs AIP
- Level 1C AIP
- On Demand

KM
Registry
PACK

Additional RepInfo
RepInfo
RepInfo
RepInfo

GOME Expert
GOME User
Underlying ontology
Preservation process *(update phase)*

**CASPAR**

**GOME L1 Dataset**
- L1B->L1C processor
- L1 products
- L1B->L1C processor source code
- Documents

**POM** | **FIND** | **PDS**
---|---|---
Notifies | Get processor source code | New processor ingestion

**User Community**

**Events chain**
- OS or lib change
- Alert
- Processor recompiled
- Processor reingested
- Docs & Links updated
- Notification to users

Project:
- Processor recompiling

Uses GOME data

Notifies alert
Testbed Validation

- Change in Software (new release of FFTW library needed to compile the processor)
- Change in Environment (migration from obsolete LINUX operating system to the more used SUN SOLARIS)
ESA CASPAR System DEMO

http://caspar-nas.esrin.esa.int:9999/caspar-demo2
Benefits and major outcomes

• Framework validation (CASPAR components are suitable for preservation of ES data)
• Lesson learnt
  – preservation of knowledge associated to data
  – preservation not only of data but also of data processing
  – best practices to cope with long term data preservation problems by using OAIS model real applications
• Main outcomes
  – development of a 100% CASPAR components based framework (ESA CASPAR System is available for further enhancement/testing and for users and data owners/providers willing to see a practical approach to preservation using CASPAR solutions)
  – demonstration of the suitability of CASPAR solutions for applications in the Earth Science field (in the ESA EO Ground Segments infrastructure)
  – integration with GENESI-DR
GENESI-DR

• Ground European Network for Earth Science Interoperations – Digital Repositories

• GENESI-DR is a federation of Digital Repositories (DR) dedicated to Earth Science

• GENESI-DR provides to users/applications open access to different European Earth Science Digital Repositories through the same interface.
CASPAR & GENESI-DR

- CASPAR will benefit from the GENESI-DR services to validate in a more complete form its data preservation framework in the Earth Science domain.
- GENESI-DR Research Infrastructure will demonstrate its ability to adopt data preservation and curation mechanisms defined in CASPAR.
- The integration of the ESA CASPAR System in the GENESI-DR infrastructure will promote the “CASPAR preservation model” in a wide community sharing the ESA CASPAR experience with other ES stakeholders.
- We are evaluating how to evolve CASPAR and GENESI-DR to respond to new requirements in the ES community.
CASPAR & GENESI-DR approach

1. GENESIification of a CASPAR-based DR (ESA CASPAR System)
2. Development of services accessible through GENESI-DR to estimate vertical profiles of ozone or generate L1C data using processing software and data both preserved in CASPAR
3. Allow users to preserve their processing results in CASPAR
4. To return profile-based Representation Information to GENESI users
5. To define a strategy for propagating CASPAR features to other interested GENESI DRs.
A single access point to Earth Science data

GENESI-DR

Search Digital Repositories using OpenSearch

We're querying one access point:

 exaggeration of the demonstration

These queries have the following common elements:

bbox (north, south, east, west)

start (time: start)

end (time: end)

Free text search: a{searchTerms}

Query
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